Institutional Membership is perfect for organizations that have a growing or well-established community interested in African Studies. The unique benefits offered to institutions allows you to support your constituents in their goals, expand your reach to our global community throughout the calendar year, and raise your visibility.

### Cost

$2,500 per institution. Payment should be made as early in the year as possible to facilitate maximum benefits for the 10 beneficiaries.

### Key Dates

All memberships begin January 1 and end December 31, regardless of purchase date. Names and emails of individual beneficiaries must be sent within 10 business days of payment.

### Unique Benefits

- Up to 10 individual ASA memberships, with a requirement that 50% of those support Emerging Scholars.* All memberships will receive full ASA individual benefits.

**Institutional Specific Benefits Include:**

- Automatic membership to the Association of African Studies Programs (AASP)
- Visiting Scholars: First right of refusal to host an ASA Presidential Fellow
- A right to first proposal for topics/scholars to lead digital ASA Members seminars throughout the year, hosted and promoted by the ASA
- Listing in ASA Institutional Members Guide
- Two gratis job postings per calendar year
- One gratis banner ad on the ASA Website (during any quarter of the Institution’s choosing)
- 25% Discount on Full Page Annual Meeting Program ads (booth packages excluded)
- Institutional Updates and Announcements disseminated to our network of 7,000+ individuals

*If your organization does not have emerging scholars (which the ASA defines as in pursuit of one’s terminal degree, or within five years post completion), the institutional membership may be applied to relevant junior team members, visiting scholars, or other affiliates at the discretion of the organization.